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Abstract 

Compressive strength and modulus of elasticity are the key material properties of historical structures to 

adapt finite element model to obtain correct structural assessment. Generally, modulus of elasticity is adapted 

by multiplying compressive strength of the material. In this paper, it is aimed to predict compressive strength 

of historical masonry buildings by using material characteristics and physical characteristics. For this 

purpose, 21 historical masonry mosques, churches and cathedrals were selected. Unit weight, wall thickness, 

height of the structure, plan area and modulus of elasticity of the selected 21 historical structures are listed 

as material characteristics and physical characteristics for using compressive strength prediction. Artificial 

Neural Network model is used to predict compressive strength of 13 different historical structures. 

Performance of prediction is verified by using MATLAB among all 34 total historical structures. 0.83 R 

square is obtained from the prediction model and total prediction performance is obtained from trained data 

0.97 and 0.79 from all 34 data by using MATLAB.  
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1. Introduction 

Historical material components are usually highly 

inhomogeneous, composed of regular or irregular 

units and frequently built as multiple-leaf brick and 

stonework. Mechanical characteristics, needed to 

carry out the structural analysis, cannot be directly 

defined like regular brick, stone, mortar except for 

few combinations [1]. Deformation capacity and 

strength parameters of historical components are 

influenced by many factors even infinitesimal 

reasons [2]. Mostly composite geometry in terms of 

material property drives the need of simulation with 

a finite element (FE) package to see global behavior 

of investigated historic building [3]. For this 

reason, engineering properties, including modulus 
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of elasticity, unit weight, Poisson’s ratio, 

compressive strength and tensile strength 

parameters, should be defined correct to simulate 

actual behavior of historical masonry structure. 

Defining correct material properties of historical 

structure is important to reflect actual behavior 

under different loading condition, since structural 

components are composite and mostly called as 

“masonry” [4]. During the analytical modelling, 

defining incorrect or uncertain material properties 

causes unavoidable wrong results [5]. For a typical 

masonry heritage, the most difficult step is defining 

input parameter to quantify the material properties 

of masonry and mortar assembly. When developing 

a (FE) models, especially for historic masonry 
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structure, it is possible to define imprecise input 

parameters that can result in unrealistic models and 

erroneous solutions [6]. Indefinite references or 

insufficient material data force researcher to use 

wide range of data with lower boundary and upper 

boundary [7]. On this basis it is aimed to predict 

compressive strength of historical masonry 

buildings by using material characteristics and 

physical characteristics. For this purpose, 13 

historical masonry mosques, churches and 

cathedrals were selected. Unit weight, wall 

thickness, height of the structure, plan area and 

modulus of elasticity of the selected 13 historical 

structures are listed as material characteristics and 

physical characteristics for using compressive 

strength prediction.  

 

2. Historical masonry monuments  

Historical masonry monuments are intangible 

structure due to their value of constructed era. 

Structural performance of these type of structures 

need to be assessed the most correct way. One of 

the most useful alternative is to construct structural 

model with a finite element model. Finite element 

modelling has a challenge related to adopted 

material property. Adoption material model with a 

robust estimation is necessary. For this purpose, 

modelling technique become important. Modelling 

technique is divided into two parts as presented in 

Fig. 1. 

 According to Fig. 1, frequently used modelling 

technique is homogenization approach. Masonry 

and mortar units are evaluated as single elements 

and only one mechanical property is used for both 

as modelled with Mangia et al. [8] as presented in 

Fig. 2. 

 During homogenization approach defining 

correct modulus of elasticity, compressive strength, 

Poisson’s ratio and tension strength is important. 

 

 
 a) b) c) 

 

Fig. 1. a) An ordinary masonry sample, b) Micro-model, c) Macro modeling of masonry [26] 

 
Fig. 2. Elti Hatun Mosque modelled with homogenization approach [8] 
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3. Proposed formulations to predict 

compressive strength 

There are basic formulations to predict compressive 

strength of historical masonry unit. For instance, 

according to the Turkish Seismic Code 2007 [9], 

the modulus of elasticity (Ed) for masonry units can 

be calculated from Ed = 200fm, where fm is an 

average compressive strength of masonry units 

[10]. Ramos and Sturm (2014) adopted fc = E/1000 

on the base of literature [11]. A significant 

distribution was observed in the values of Young’s 

modulus derived from the experimental tests. 

Therefore, the value of Youngs modulus E was 

calculated from the compressive strength fc by 

using the following relation: 

𝑓𝑐 =
𝐸

𝛼
 (1) 

 E is the modulus of elasticity of masonry unit 

and fc. The value of a ranges between 200 and 1000 

according to Tomazevic [12, 13] and a value of 550 

is suggested in FEMA 306 [14, 15], even though 

the proposed value in Eurocode 6 is 1000 [15]. 

Tsoutrelis and Exadaktylos [16] proposed Equation 

2. Tsoutrelis and Exadaktylos [16] revealed the 

compressive strength decrease due to the 

discontinuity between the marble and massive rock 

blocks with an experimental research. They 

proposed also a basic formulation. 

𝑓𝑘 = 𝑒−0.3117∗𝐿𝑓∗𝑓𝑏 (2) 

𝐿𝑓 = √𝑙 ∗ ℎ ∗ 𝑡
3

 (3) 

fk compressive strength of masonry wall unit; fb, 

compressive strength of masonry. l, h and t are the 

length, height and thickness of the masonry unit. 

Tomazevic [12] proposed a formulation to predict 

compressive strength of masonry unit with known 

compressive strength parameters belong to 

masonry and mortar as presented in Equation (4). 

𝑓𝑘 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑓𝑏
0.65 ∗ 𝑓𝑚

0.25 (4) 

fb is the compressive strength of the masonry 

material, fm is the compressive strength of the 

mortar. 

 

4. Material and physical properties historical 

monuments  

Mosques, church and cathedrals are one of the most 

prominent religious structures in the history. Nearly 

all dominated sultans let to construct mosque to 

shown their power. Many of the available mosques 

are still in use. For this reason, response of their 

behavior against external loads needs to be 

assessed. To assess performance of the historical 

masonry structures in a correct manner, correct 

material properties should be adopted. Adopting 

correct material properties are strongly depending 

on reliable and strong references. For this reason, 

engineering properties, including modulus of 

elasticity, unit weight, Poisson’s ratio, compressive 

strength and tensile strength parameters, should be 

defined correctly to simulate actual behavior of 

historical masonry structure. Defining correct 

material properties of historical structure is 

important to reflect actual behavior under different 

loading condition, since structural components are 

composite and mostly called as “masonry”.  

 

5. Prediction of missing compressive strength 

and verification 

Firstly, to predict missing values of compressive 

strength parameters, an Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) model was constructed by ALYUDA [17]. 

ANN software. The general structure of ANN 

consists of at least 3 layers. The first layer is the 

input layer and the last layer is the output layer. The 

other layer is the hidden layer and this layer may 

consist of multiple layers depending on the 

property of the problem in hand. Each layer has 

artificial nerve cells and artificial nerve cells in a 

layer relate to artificial nerve cells of the next layer 

through weight coefficients, except for the output 

layer. It is obvious that the number of nerve cells in 

the input layer will be equal to the number of input 

variables. However, the number of nerve cells in 

the hidden layer depends on the input only. There 

are two common applications in the literature. The 

first is 2n + 1 and the second is (2n+1), n being the 

input number. of course, it is possible to use a 

different number of nerve cells in the hidden layer 

depending on the property of the problem. The 
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higher the number is; the more time it takes for the 

system to reach a solution [19]. One mid-neuron 

layer and seven neurons was used to construct the 

model. Batch Back Propagation algorithm was used 

for minimization of procedure. Logistic function 

was used for prediction. Prediction performance 

can be seen for all data in Fig 3. 

 Correlation was found 0.95 and R square was 

obtained 0.83 after 5000 iterations. Then, overall 

prediction performance was obtained from 

MATLAB [18]. Prediction performance of training 

and all data were presented in Fig 4 a) and Fig 4 b) 

6. Conclusion 

In this study, an ANN-based prediction model is 

proposed to estimate compressive strength of 

historical masonry mosques, churches and 

cathedrals. For this purpose, a series of data were 

collected from literature. Firstly, 13 missing value 

were predicted with trained 21 data. Prediction 

performance was measured with MATLAB 

software on 34 total data. Performance of 

prediction is verified by using MATLAB among all 

34 total historical structures.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Prediction performance for all data with ALYUDA software 

 

   
 

 a) Prediction performance of training data b) Prediction performance of all data 

 

Fig 4. Prediction performance for all data with MATLAB software 
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0.83 R square is obtained from the prediction model 

and total prediction performance is obtained from 

trained data 0.97 and 0.79 from all 34 data by using 

MATLAB. The results show that ANN models can 

be useful for prediction compressive strength of 

historical masonry structures to adapt finite element 

models. However, to increase correlation and R 

square values, this study should be extended by 

more than 50 data including more parameters such 

as compressive strength of mortar and masonry as 

a material. 
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